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Recap from the IDMA 2018 Annual Conference
The IDMA conducted its 2018 Annual Conference
“Bridging Today’s Data with Tomorrow’s Opportunities”
on April 29 – May 1, in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. This
gathering attracted 211 participants for various job
functions across the industry.
The conference sessions focused on case studies, lessons learned,
success stories, strategies, and methodologies related to how data
management is rapidly evolving in our industry. Surveys collected
indicated the event was a great success, scoring 84.4% on the
Overall Customer Satisfaction Survey.

Our second keynote speaker of the day, Laird Rixford,
President of the Insurance Technology Corporation (ITC),
offered some unique insights into this changing market place,
and how rapidly changing customer behavior, the availability
of smart devices, and innovation ecosystems achieving scale
have continued to push the industry to invest in Insurtech.

The conference opened on Sunday evening with a welcome
reception, which provided participants a relaxed atmosphere
for networking while enjoying some live music.
On Monday morning, Farouk Yassine, IDMA’s Executive
Director, and Kevin O’Leary, IDMA’s Outgoing President,
provided the opening remarks and an overview of the event’s
program. Kevin then introduced our first keynote speaker,
Dr. Robert Hartwig, Co-Director of the Center for Risk
and Uncertainty Management, University of South Carolina’s
Darla Moore School of Business.
Dr. Hartwig, whose session was rated the highest among all
presentations by our participants, traced the historical roots
of insurance—the planet’s original ‘Big Data’ industry—from
its earliest days to the present. The presentation also provided some thoughts on how the insurance industry can continue to maintain relevance and growing value in the 21st century utilizing the amassing of vast pools of data.

Bonnie Piacentino, Farouk Yassine, Pete Bothwell,
with Dr. Robert Hartwig after the Keynote address.

Monday morning General Session

After the conclusion of the early
morning keynotes, we opened up
our exhibit hall for a refreshment
break where our attendees got
the chance to learn more about
our
exhibitors’ products and services.
Our late morning general session
was also very well received and
was delivered by two leaders
from Arch Capital Group’s Strategic Analytics Team, Jay Rajendra, Chief Analytics Officer, and
Ben Freeman, AVP of Analytics.
Jay and Ben’s session revealed the
team’s first year’s exciting journey
to improve the profitability of a
$12 billion insurer using innovative data and analytics.
continued on page two

Like the word Fintech, Insurtech is a portmanteau of the words
“insurance” and “technology,” referencing the digital innovations & devices transforming the insurance industry.
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Recap from the IDMA 2018 Annual Conference
The story mapped out the path from initial conception to
successful execution, which is transforming the firm’s datadriven culture.
Immediately after the Arch session, we held our brief Annual
Meeting where we conducted a few business activities, conferred diplomas on the IDMA 2018 graduating class, recognized a few individuals who have made and continue to make
significant contributions to the development of the insurance
data management profession and who have shown exemplary
leadership in promoting IDMA and its mission to the industry. Finally, we held the annual vote to elect new IDMA
Board of Directors and operating committees’ members.

Historical Data Loads – Best Practices and Tricks of the
Trade”, and “Data Strategy and the Information Executive.”
After a short refreshment break, our second day keynote
address and C-Suite panel took place. David Marco,
President at EWSolutions, Ernst Renner, CEO and
Managing Partner at NEOS, and Mahammad Asif Syed,
Head of Data and Analytics Governance at Hartford Steam
Boiler shared their experience on how industry executives
are dealing with evolving topics such as big data, privacy,
and security, new tools and technologies as well as what’s
required to successfully deliver meaningful results in today’s
evolving environment. The panel was moderated by Tracy
Spadola, IDMA’s VP of Industry Relations & Engagement.
Our afternoon track sessions resumed after lunch with three
presentations covering and discussed “Stacking the Odds –
Utilizing Financial and Behavioral Analytics for Profitable
Growth,” “Taking Customer Connection to a New Level
with Data Virtualization,” and “Improving Your Analytics
Through Ethics and Professionalism.”

Bonnie Piacentino (right) introduces panelists Joe Izzo,
Pat Saporito, Pete Bothwell, and Tracy Spadola

After lunch, we had the choice of attending various session
tracks with topics that focused on enterprise data strategy,
data governance program implementation, data quality measurements and scorecards, big data trends, technologies and
challenges, analytics and BI, agile data, cyber risk, and the
latest compliance and regulatory news and developments.
After the first day sessions concluded, we transformed the
exhibit hall and the main conference room into a Vegas style
casino, and a fun filled night of music, dancing, and local cuisine. Participants got the chance to mingle and network with
their peers and challenge them to various games of chance,
including Black Jack, Roulette, and Craps. Frank Sinatra was
also in the house signing and mingling with the crowd!
On Tuesday morning, Nora FitzGerald and Peter
Marotta, IDMA’s Co-Vice Presidents of Emerging Data
Management Issues, facilitated a Data Management
Roundtable discussion.
Topics were solicited from participants, focusing on the latest news and trends impacting our industry. These topics
included: How to best communicate and socialize an enterprise data governance culture; What are some of the industry metrics that objectively measure the value and success of
a data governance program, and show clear ROI in your
CBA; Blockchain and insurance transactions; 21st century
data collection – Harnessing the data generated by telematics, drones, IoT, etc.; and Build vs. buy data management solution.
Our three-session track followed and discussed “Leveraging
Metrics for Data Management Success”, “Data Warehouse

After a quick ice cream break, we began our capstone panel
discussion “Attracting, Engaging, and Retaining Top Talent for
Our Industry.” This panel, comprised of experts in
insurance education and moderated by the Chief Academic
Officer of SABI University, a leading online university focused
on graduate education, discussed current data management /
analytics educational challenges within the industry, offered
some observations on the causes of the issues, and highlighted some possible solutions to attracting, engaging, and retaining highly performing talent for the insurance industry.
The conference concluded with the announcement of the
winners of the exhibitors’ raffle drawings. Two iPad minis, a
$300 Amazon card, and three $100 Visa cards were raffled
away!

A big THANK YOU to our sponsors for their
commitment and contributions!
Diamond Sponsor:
ISO
Platinum Sponsors:
Guidewire, Insurity, and Synechron
Gold Sponsors:
Denodo Technologies, ISS, NCCI, NEOS, SABI
University, and WCIO
Silver Sponsors:
ACORD, Long Group Consultants, SitaCorp,
and The CAS Institute (iCAS)
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Scenes from the IDMA 2018 Annual Conference
New FIDM Carl Christiansen
(right) at Casino Night

Anne Marie Smith presenting
on Data Governance

Verisk/ISO group enjoying
the Welcome Reception

Farouk Yassine & Thank
You to our sponsors

Theresa Peachey and
Chuck Fordham
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Nutshell Summary of Successions – IDMA New Leadership
New officers were elected to lead IDMA at the
2018 Annual Meeting:
Kevin O’Leary of Travelers, the IDMA 2017/18
President, took leave of the presidency to
become the new Chair of the Board.
Bonnie Piacentino of the Pennsylvania Compensation
Rating Bureau (PCRB) was confirmed as the 2018/19
President.
Richard Morales of Verisk/ISO was selected as the
2018/19 President-Elect.
New members elected to the Board of Directors:
Bob Harrington, Erie Insurance Group
Theresa Peachey, American Family Insurance
Brian Seifert, AIG
Maria Snow, NCCI
John Vesper, Zurich Insurance
Newly elected members to the Education Committee:
Kathryn Carroll, Travelers
Michael J. McAuley, Verisk/ISO
Jolanta Rainko-Rodriguez, Verisk/ISO
For a complete IDMA 2018/19 Organizational Chart, visit
www.idma.org/About/IDMAOrganziationalChart
Many thanks to the following volunteers for their
valuable contribution to the success of the IDMA.
Volunteers who left the Board & Education Committee:
Man Yee Chan, Verisk/ISO
Janine Joseph, Travelers
Ed Marynowitz, NCCI
Michael Spears, NCCI
Joanne Toomey, Verisk/ISO
Jim Viveralli, Erie Insurance Group

Incoming President Bonnie Piacentino
presents a ceremonial President’s Gavel to
immediate past-president Kevin O’Leary

Richard Morales, Verisk/ISO, the 2018-2019
IDMA President-Elect
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NEW AIDM AND CIDM GRADS RECOGNIZED AT
THE IDMA 2018 ANNUAL MEETING
At the April 30 Annual Meeting, our newest graduates earned the applause of the membership as they received their
certificates. This year we had 6 new Associate Insurance Data Managers (AIDMs), making a total of 363 AIDMs, and
6 new Certified Insurance Data Managers (CIDMs), for a total of 252 CIDMs.

IDMA graduates in attendance
with outgoing IDMA President
Kevin O’Leary (far right):
Amy E. Royce, AIDM;
Sandra Brow, CIDM;
Matthew Luis, AIDM;
Andrew Kump, AIDM;
Richard Morales, CIDM

Associate Insurance Data Managers (AIDMs) Graduating April 30, 2018
Andrew Kump*, Travelers
Kevin Ludlam, Farm Family Casualty Insurance
Matthew Luis*, Travelers
John Palmer, Penn National Insurance
Amy E. Royce*, NCCI
Rebecca L. Simone, Travelers
Certified Insurance Data Managers (CIDMs) Graduating April 30, 2018
Sandra Brow*, Great American Insurance
Lynne A. Kennedy, NJM Insurance Group
Richard Morales*, ISO
Jennifer Nanni, NJM Insurance Group
Michael Price Shipka, State Auto
Amy C. Waninger, Liberty Mutual
Asterisks (*) indicate new graduates who received their certificates in person.

Congratulations to all of our graduates!
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2018 IDMA Gary W. Knoble Service Award
Gary Knoble

Martin J. Frappolli,
Senior Director
of Knowledge
Resources at The
Institutes, was
awarded the IDMA Gary Knoble
Service Award at
the IDMA 2018
Annual Meeting.

The IDMA Gary Knoble Service Award was established in
2005 to honor Gary’s years of volunteer service to IDMA.
Gary is one of the founding fathers of IDMA. This award –
which will not necessarily be made each year – is to be
presented to “IDMA members who have made significant
volunteer contributions to the IDMA and its role in the
industry, such as committee involvement, researching and
promoting new IDMA initiatives, and involvement with
other industry organizations to help spread the IDMA’s
main mission, Education.”

SPRING/SUMMER 2018 CONTEST

With a deep gratitude to a friend, a longtime supporter of the association, and a current member of the
IDMA Board of Directors, Gary presented a crystal
award to Marty that reads:
“IDMA Gary W. Knoble 2018 Service Award presented to Martin J. Frappolli, CIDM, FIDM, AIC in recognition of his extraordinary contributions in promoting
IDMA and its mission to the insurance data management profession.”
A Malcolm Forbes
quote is engraved
across the bottom
of the crystal slab:
“Education’s purpose is to replace
an empty mind
with an open
one.”
Martin Frappolli

Brandon Miller Wins Winter Puzzler
Congratulations to Brandon Miller of MWCIA
who was among the first to correctly answer the
Puzzler.

Your Challenge:

Puzzler Prize
A prize will be awarded to
the randomly-drawn person
among the first ten who solve
the question correctly. You
may only guess one time for
each contest and you can
only win two times in a given
calendar year. The correct
answer will be published in
the following issue. The prize
is a $10 gift card from
Amazon.com.

At the IDMA Annual Meeting
in Philly, a number of Data
Scientists are talking about
Kim and Kanye while standing in a circle. They are evenly spaced and the eighth Data
Scientist is directly opposite
the 22nd Data Scientist
How many Data Scientists
are there altogether?

Please
email your
answers to
Frappolli@CPCUIIA.org

The question was:
What do these musical acts have in common?
 Loggins & Messina
 Poco
 Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young
 Souther-Hillman-Furay
 Manassas
 Medicine Ball
The Answer:
These musical
acts all contain
one or more
members who
were also
members of
the band Buffalo
Springfield.
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Can Data Scientists Move Between Industries?
Do they really need business experience?

By James Ovenden, Editor, Innovation Enterprise

..

Data scientists often move between industries, but can they really do their job effectively
without any business experience?
In a recent report by digital transformation firm Atos, 40% of businesses said they are using
data analytics in their key functions, while 23% plan to implement it within the next year. By
2020, 90% of companies say they will do the same. However, many of these will likely fail.
Gartner predicted last year that as many as 60% of data projects would not make it to fruition, languishing in the piloting and experimentation phases before being discarded. A recent KPMG survey, meanwhile, found that just 40% of executives have a high level of trust
in the consumer insights from their analytics, and most said their C-suite still don’t fully support their current data analytics strategy.
One of the most commonly cited factors in the success of a data initiative is the talent you employ to carry it out. Such
talent is not easy to come by. The McKinsey Global Institute predicts that the shortage of data scientists in the US could
increase to 250,000 by 2024, while other estimates are little better.
There are a number of solutions to the shortfall, one of the most common of which is to retrain current employees, either
in-house or externally. Training can provide them with data science skills to go alongside their existing business experience, and many schools now cater for this need, having retooled their programs to accommodate students in full-time
employment. Indeed, it is possible that this is a preferable solution to hiring a fully-trained data scientist with no business
experience. In a recent MIT Sloan Management Review article, it was argued that even those businesses with established data specialists "struggle to realize the full organizational and financial benefits from investing in data analytics."
This suggests one of two things. Firstly, it could be that talent is simply not a deciding factor in a data initiative’s success. Even if you believe it has been overestimated, this would still fly in the face of common sense and experienced
wisdom. Alternatively, it could be that the skills that companies are looking for in a data scientist are outright wrong.
They’ve hired data talent, unfortunately, it’s just not the talent they need.
Big data is still an incredibly new practice and the ‘data scientist’ is a role that has only recently established itself. As
such, it is still often vaguely defined, and some organizations are unsure of exactly what it is data scientists actually
do. The job spec subsequently often varies wildly from company to company, who have little idea of what they’re wanted for, only that they need someone to something with their
data. Their expectations are askew, with some required to
perform tasks better left to engineers and analysts.
Equally, however, this is not just the fault of ignorant companies. A data scientist’s role is to take raw data and marry it
with analysis to make it accessible and more valuable for an
organization. To do this, The Guardian explains, "they need
a unique blend of skills – a solid grounding in maths and
algorithms and a good understanding of human behaviors,
as well as knowledge of the industry they’re working in, to
put their findings into context. From here, they can unlock
insights from the datasets and start to identify trends." Data scientists are effectively there to provide a bridge between
the programming and implementation of data science, the theory of data science, and the business implications of data.
Continued on page eight
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Can Data Scientists Move Between Industries?
(continued)

Yet many data scientists seem to be ignoring the last part, believing they can move from industry to industry, and it is
likely they are not performing their role to the optimal level as a result. As Tye Rattenbury, director of data science at
Trifacta, notes, "Too many data scientists are stuck in maintenance mode - organizing and collating data, rather than
actually spending time analyzing it."
Ultimately, there is a gap in expectations. Data scientists believe they
need limited knowledge because
they won’t have to do much analysis,
while businesses expect them to
provide analysis impossible to accrue without industry knowledge and
experience. This gap needs to be
closed if companies are going to fully
realize the benefits of their data. In a
recent interview with us, Walter
Storm, Chief Data Scientist at Lockheed Martin, noted that "If they (data
scientists) have a passion for coding,
deep learning, and technology itself,
then the industry they’re in doesn’t
matter.
I often refer to this as 'back office'
data science. However, the greater challenge is the 'front office' data science work. It is this data scientist that is the
translator - speaking both the language of the business and the language of data science. The front-office data scientist
must know the industry, have a firm grasp of economics and finance, and be able to validate, integrate, and use advanced models within a broader decision support framework."
Data scientists must appreciate that the majority of companies out there will be looking for someone to provide analysis
and firstly demonstrate they have some in interviews, secondly make a concerted effort to accrue knowledge while in
employment. Companies, meanwhile, need to figure out whether they need someone for the front or back office before
they hire anyone. It may well be enough for them to train a member of staff with industry experience in data, or it may be
preferable to train an experienced - and usually more expensive - data scientist in how the industry works. Employers
looking for a data scientist need to explain what they are looking for in detail early in the interview process.
A data scientist doesn’t really need to be concerned if
they don’t have the skills the company is looking for,
because they are extremely unlikely to be short another job opportunity given the talent gap noted earlier,
and will likely tell you that you need something else. It
may even be worth hiring a consultant at the early
stages of a data project to identify objectively what you
may need. Gary Damiano, vice president of marketing
at NoSQL database specialists Couchbase notes that,
"The two things you need to consider in hiring a data
scientist are: how are you going to use them and how
does their skillset match the use?" Consider carefully
what you’re looking for, because it may be that you
don’t even really need one at all.
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Two New Fellows in Insurance Data Management (FIDM)
Enrolled at the Annual Meeting
New FIDMs
Farouk Yassine
and
Carl Christiansen

IDM Quarterly

The IDMA Fellow in Insurance Data Management (FIDM) honorary designation
was established in 2006 by the IDMA Board of Directors to acknowledge
individuals who have made and continue to make significant contributions to
the development of the insurance data management profession.
Among the qualifications are that fellows have five years’ experience in the
profession, involvement in IDMA committees and governance, and participation
in developing the core body of knowledge through presentations, panels and
papers. The application process is self-nominating and is open to all qualified
data managers. Applicants are vetted and approved by the IDMA Committee
on Professionalism and IDMA Board of Directors. For forms and additional
information please contact team@idma.org with the subject header “FIDM
Self Nomination.”
This year, two new fellows were inducted to the FIDM Hall of Fame –

Carl Christiansen, Vice President, Statistical Reporting,
Mitsui Sumitomo Marine Management (USA) Inc.
Farouk N. Yassine, Executive Director, IDMA
With these two recipients, IDMA has conferred the FIDM honorary designation
on a total of 41 individuals.

Published by The Insurance
Data Management
Association (IDMA), whose
purpose is to promote
professionalism in the
Insurance data
management discipline.
Learn more at

www.idma.org
EDITOR
Martin J. Frappolli, CPCU,
FIDM, AIC, AIS
EDITORIAL STAFF
Richard Morales, CPCU,
CIDM, PMP
Aimee Siliato, FIDM
Tracy Ann Spadola, CPCU,
CIDM, FIDM, AAM
Farouk Yassine, CPCU,
CIDM, FIDM

It is anticipated that all Fellows will continue building the community of insurance data managers through
their personal commitment to embrace the IDMA Standards of Professionalism and to develop Standards
of Practice.

Congrats to our newest fellows!
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The Future of Insurance Powered by Artificial Intelligence
By Mariana Dumont, Head of New Markets, Insurance Nexus, &
Farouk Yassine, CPCU, CIDM, FIDM, Executive Director, IDMA
It’s no secret that the insurance industry is fundamentally changing thanks to
innovation in Artificial Intelligence (AI). Insurance experts agree that the use of
AI technologies will be critical in meeting future customer demands at scale.
Over half of insurance carriers invested in AI in 2017 and 70% of executives
surveyed by Insurance Nexus believe this investment will increase in 2018 and
beyond.
But, AI brings its own demands and challenges. Data volumes, architectures and storage as well as analytics and computing capabilities all need to evolve dramatically to accommodate this number-hungry technology. And not everyone is ready for it.
The world of insurance is awash with data you might say, and you’d be right. But is it the right kind of data, in the right place
and is it robust enough to cope with AI’s demands?
In many cases, insurers’ have grown organically. Over decades, systems have been added to accommodate growing product
lines, new territories and new technologies. The result is siloed databases where information is often duplicated or out of date.
Errors can multiply.
For non-automated processes this is less of a problem. Duplicate emails are noticed by a marketer, call center operatives identify an information black hole and simply fill it by asking the customer more questions. Without clean, centralized data however, automated AI systems simply cannot function. This is the challenge many insurers face today.
“There are some organizations in insurance that will be more prepared for AI than others, and it’s the ones with the ability to
harness data and leverage skilled engineers, programmers and automated platforms,” Imir Arifi, Senior Director Business Solution Consulting, Health Care Service Corporation told Insurance Nexus recently.
Getting in on the ground floor
Most insurers are currently only dipping a toe in the AI waters. For many, it’s a case of taking smaller books of business such as
high-risk clients or straightforward policies and using them as an AI test bed.
These insurance strains have a number of factors in common that make them ripe for AI today: volumes of data are low and
carefully curated, there are fewer parameters and products are singular and simpler. Lemonade, for example, with its possessions and renters’ insurance, has the advantage of being a start-up, without the tangle of legacy data.
The leap to AI is a big one and so many organizations are focusing on smaller projects that ensure the foundations are in place.
One of the outcomes has been a rise in the amount of automation insurers use in processes, primarily as a way of driving cost
efficiencies.
“We are starting with how we can apply robotics to deliver better customer experiences with less IT investment and time
required. We have been looking at the lower expense options to replace old systems. There is significant opportunity here,”
Matt Marino, AVP, Operational Effectiveness for Unum, told us.
Organizing the organization
In fact, the technology to move from cost-saving automation to pattern-recognizing intelligent systems is already in place and in
many cases, not the prohibitive cost executives have feared. The roadblocks are often to be found in a lack of willingness to
change from within.
It can be hard to focus on data and analytics when there are so many other pressures on the organization. In a way, growing
legislation around data is helping to nudge more reticent organizations into a position where AI can become a reality. By being
forced to clean up databases and create more effective data architecture, they are almost readying themselves for AI by default.
The fact that there isn’t a single person or role that embodies the ‘AI expert’ in insurance is another challenge to leadership.
The provider landscape is fragmented. When they go to buy in assistance, from a consultancy or tech provider, often these
only solve part of the problem. There is no CAIO – Chief Artificial Intelligence Officer.
Instead, many executives recommend looking again to the data community. Data scientists, analysts and architects are able to
form a large part of what is increasingly looking like ‘AI by committee’: “The data scientists are in-house and have a lot of experience; some have actuarial experience, others come from an AI background. A lot of companies struggle to build that. Talent
is available, and it doesn’t have to come from the insurance industry,” George Hansen, Claims Actuary for Zurich General insurance North America told us.
continued on page eleven
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Insurance Powered by Artificial Intelligence (continued)
Formulate the problem before you find the solution
Much of the work carriers need to do today, alongside a general data audit and consolidation, is to understand the problem
they need to solve.
AI has many applications. Fraud detection is benefitting from enhanced customer behavior analysis. Carriers are now able to see
the subtle changes in ‘normal’ behavior that are missed in the noise of everyday business dealings.
Alternatively, it is starting to reap benefits in customer service. Few insurance incidents happen between office hours. Introducing chatbots which can mine customer information and make ‘intelligent’ suggestions to customers without involving human staff
extends an insurer’s opening hours and allows them to make on-the-spot recommendations and in some cases even payments.
But before insurers add chatbots and pattern recognition to their AI shopping list, they need to understand if these tools solve
fundamental business challenges. Customers who value the human touch will resent being forced to interact with a machine,
however intelligent. Many executives highlight that automated service is inappropriate in times of high stress incidents such as
total loss, injury or bereavement. Equally, companies with a low or acceptable fraud ratio may find investing in an AI-driven
fraud solution diverts investment from other, more critical projects.
There is undoubtedly a lot of work to be done, from managing data & systems to bringing new teams on board and understanding new business needs. But this shouldn’t be seen as an inconvenience, despite the multiple hurdles the industry faces daily.
In preparing for AI, insurers are futureproofing against all manner of challenges from competitive threat to regulation. And
there’s no need to attempt wholesale change. The most successful projects will be those that create, iterate and optimize. From
reducing friction in the onboarding process to detecting fraud and creating bespoke products based on intelligent risk analysis,
AI has a lot to offer the insurance industry.
Final thoughts
We should all be keeping a close eye on advancements with AI to gain insights into how we can provide the best products and
services to our customers. Any implementation using AI must be proven and consistent before introducing it into a complex
business system that requires reliability and consistent delivery. We should always ask ourselves the question ‘how can we use
the data we have to help predict what might happen during the customer’s experience so that we can provide a continually provide better service?”
One size certainly does not fit all with AI however, we are entering an age where insurance and innovation go hand in hand and
that will be the case for the foreseeable. Although, there is of course a question mark about the thought that jobs and humans
could be succeeded by machines, and the digital revolution might not create enough new vacancies to compensate for the diminished ones.
But with transformation comes opportunity, including the creation of undiscovered roles in various sectors and redeploying
people to higher value work. New innovations also expose the potential to improve people’s quality of work/life balance, reducing the number of hours spent at our desks and making working hours much more flexible. Concepts like working remotely or
working on a freelance basis are constantly increasing, and by many of us also preferred.
And remember – this is not the first time we have been confronted with doubts about technology replacing human efforts.
There is always been elements of excitement and fear around any digital or industrial revolution, and these emotions are the
driving force for human interaction. Evolution is based on this, and in the rapidly changing world around us, AI will only continue
to help develop this instinctive ambition of growth, both for the individual and for humanity.
Technology is a key part of powering our future, and we all should look forward to seeing where the advancements in areas like
AI will lead us!

Note from the authors:
Insurance AI & Analytics USA Summit (June 27-28, Chicago) is bringing insurance analytics practitioners and executives together to explore how AI and advanced analytics can be used to accelerate underwriting, boost customer acquisition and deliver a seamless claims experience.
IDMA is proud to announce an official partnership with the Insurance AI & Analytics USA Summit where we will be leading an
exclusive industry panel discussion. IDMA have secured an exclusive discount code for our members to help you save $300
on your registration. Just use the discount code IDMA300 when booking your place here.
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IDMA ANNUAL MEETING PHOTO GALLERY

Kevin O’Leary with day one keynote speakers
Dr. Robert Hartwig (left) and Laird Rixford (right)

Arch Group speakers Ben
Freeman and Jay Rajendra

New AIDM Matthew Luis of Travelers
at the Tuesday Roundtable

Rich Morales introducing a
Day One breakout session

Jim Weiss of Verisk/ISO speaking
on Ethics & Professionalism
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IDMA ANNUAL MEETING PHOTO GALLERY

IDMA Team Farouk Yassine (left) & Katie Hernandez
with IDMA past-president Chris Jones of NJM

IDMA past-president Bob Ridings visits
Jeff Leidy at the Insurity booth

Marty Frappolli of The Institutes at the
capstone panel presentation

The Denodo booth

C-Suite Panel: Tracy Spadola, Asif Sayed,
Ernst Renner, David Marco

The Neos booth
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CASINO NIGHT!

The high-rollers table

Casino Night in full swing

Ernst Renner, Sandi Perillo Simmons,
and Kevin O’Leary

The players at Casino Night

Farouk Yassine, aka Dean Martin, teams up
with Frank Sinatra at IDMA Casino Night
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IDMA ANNUAL MEETING PHOTO GALLERY
General Session

Ken Metcalfe and John Vesper

Peter Aiken presenting on
Enterprise Data Strategy

Bonnie Piacentino introduces the
Roundtable session

Travelers presentation on Data
Management Metrics

Farouk Yassine and the
Opening Session
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IDMA ANNUAL MEETING RAFFLE WINNERS

Sheila Embree of Amica, $100 Visa Card

Lisa Kerns of NJM Insurance, $100 Amazon Card

Don LeMay of Amica, iPad Mini

Michelle Furjanic of Penn National, $100 Visa Card

Kathryn Carroll of Travelers, iPad Mini

Lorraine Mick of ISO, $100 Visa Card
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